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Recent detailed field mapping at Craters of the Moon National Monument and Preserve
(CRMO) near the visitor center revealed evidence for a missing cinder cone, named the South
Highway Cone (SHC), partially swallowed during magma chamber collapse and rafted away by
younger flows. Recognition of a largely missing SHC agrees with earlier workers’ data showing
the volume of material rafted from the North Crater cinder cone (NC) cannot be contained within
the modern NC breach. Paleomagnetic data collected by earlier workers from a SHC remnant on
the north flank of NC shows that these two cones may be coeval. The northern rim of SHC acted
as a topographical boundary for the Highway (Hwy) Flow, diverting most of the flow eastward
along the cone. We re-interpret the Hwy Flow as also flowing 300m to the west between SHC
and cinder mounds of unknown source and age. We believe that a normal-faulted segment of the
Hwy Flow, marked by draperies, signifies a former magma chamber collapse. The drapery
features are areas of the flow that drained over the fault scarp, suggesting the flow was likely
contemporaneous with faulting. The collapse may have consumed a substantial portion of SHC
and later covered by the NC Flow. The NC Flow was diverted around previously entrained rafted
blocks, boulders of the Hwy Flow, and cinder material hypothesized to be from SHC. High
standing monoliths surrounded by the NC Flow, which have been interpreted by others as
volcanic necks, also support the proposition for a missing cone.
Moreover, we have identified two previously unmapped eruptive fissures that cut cinder
mounds of the NC complex as well as unmapped non-eruptive fissures that are parallel to but
offset from the Big Craters eruptive fissure and vent complex. Finally, we recognized several

areas of platy jointing within the Hwy Flow, indicating internal shear occurred within the flow.
Locating features such as these supports the need for intimate mapping of CRMO. Using field
data, we generated a 1:12,000 digital geologic map of our re-interpretations and a “Points of
Interest” section. This accompanying section promotes mapping and understanding of volcanic
terrains by offering the reader a series of features with explanations for their formation. The
publication will be available to the public via the CRMO website and encouraged for use by
geology field camps.
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